
Q: How do I clean the copper coil
A: You can use the vinegar for cleaning

Q: I want a still in which only steam passes through the plants without soaking them in water.
Can it be done?
A: An isolation network is required



Q: Can the equipment be used on induction cooker?
A: It depends on whether the induction cooker supports stainless steel heating

Q: I would like to know whether the thumper removes the methanol or whether one must
always discard at least 10 % of the first distillation?
A: Any distillation equipment will produce methanol at the beginning, which needs to be
discarded

Q: How to use the thmper pot
A: Spices can be put in the thumper pot, or nothing can be put, for secondary distillation

Q: Hi, just wondering where you put your botanicals if you are making essential oils?
A: An isolation network is required

Q: Can I use this to distill ocean water in an emergency?
A: It can only be purified to remove impurities

Q: how much essential oil can it produce at most/and the smallest batch size? and how much
herb does that generally take? and how long does it take? what about for hydrosols?
A: This cannot be determined, but is determined by the amount of essential oil contained in
distilled plants.

Q: How should copper parts be cleaned before use? If not properly treated, can copper be
dangerous to health? Is there such a distiller all in stainless steel without copper components?
Thank you
A: Clean it with edible vinegar and store it in a dry way. It will not endanger health if there is no
copper rust

Q: Can it be used to make home brewed beer?
A: No, it can’t

Q: Do you use lead-free copper?
A: Brass has lead, all joints are brass fittings, copper tubes are red copper, lead-free


